
Every minute, 115 new opinions are added to 
the ever-growing database of 190,000,000+ 
reviews on TripAdvisor (Smith 2014). The 
free website serves tourists, who use 
TripAdvisor as an encyclopedia of travel to 
research, compare, book, and rate every 
aspect of their trips—from flight to hotel, 
restaurant to attraction. In this context, 
potential tourists who rely on TripAdvisor to 
plan their trips will be referred to as 
strategists. These users have freedom to 
form a community and access loads of 
information. Thus, strategist will refer to 
TripAdvisor users because they are able to 
implement whatever strategy they desire for 
planning their trip. With a simple sign-up, 
anyone can join the community of reviewers 
and add opinions and advice for various 
destinations. The site’s global presence leads 
one to ask what about TripAdvisor makes 
tourists rely so heavily on it to make their 
decisions? Furthermore, what effect does 
TripAdvisor have on the local businesses to 
which the strategists are planning to visit?

The Tourist’s Dilemma & The 
Mechanics of TripAdvisor
Answering these questions requires a 
broader understanding of the Tourist’s 
Dilemma—the quandary of where to tour 
when there are so many possibilities in 
today’s globalized world. As will be 
discussed below, an understanding of how 
Consumer Generated Media (CGM) works 
makes discovering the motivation of 
strategists to visit TripAdvisor easy. A proper 
analysis of the effects of CGM on local 
economies also illuminates how TripAdvisor 
is beneficial to tourists but detrimental to the 
locals that provide services to visitors, by 
directing charges majority-consumer interest 
towards the same “top choices” for 
destinations. In discussing the vicious cycle 
of tourism, R.W. Butler reminds us that, “it 
can be expected that even attractions of the 
tourist will lose their competitiveness…” 
meaning that every destination is subject to 
continual reevaluation (1980:9). Therefore, 
rather than relying on quality and authentic 
experience, TripAdvisor sends its readers to 
the most frequented tourist sites, often 
determined through popularity, accessibility, 

and location.
Before assessing the true functionality of 
TripAdvisor, it is vital to understand the 
consumer base who flock to the site. Travel is 
becoming more assessable through 
“increasing affluence, additional leisure time 
[and] the availability of desirable places to 
visit” (Prideaux 2002:323). Cheaper travel 
paired with technology to discover new 
destinations (such as TripAdvisor) fuel the 
Tourist’s Dilemma, resulting in anxiety on 
where to go and what to do.
Nguyen Thai remarks that “perceived 
uncertainty mediates the relation between 
choice-set size and destination evaluation” 
(2017:38). This means that when planning a 
trip, there is a significant number of available 
destinations which can lead to overwhelming 
feelings of choice. This “choice overload 
phenomenon” fuels a need for some type of 
help in the decision-making process (ibid). As 
discovered through an analytical study, Thai 
concludes that “tourists go through multiple 
stages in their decisions because their 
limited analytical capacity forces them to 
decompose the complex decision into 
manageable steps” (ibid, 39). A common and 
rational step is consulting a CGM.  Because 
“uncertainty is the underlying mechanism 
that mediates the effect of choice-set size,” 
the Tourist Dilemma can be solved through 
TripAdvisor (ibid, 48).
TripAdvisor has attained its high status due 
to the shear amount of people that use it. As 
a crowdsourced website, large amounts of 
people “collaborate through their 
recommendations in a ranking system as a 
collective good” (Ganzaroli 2017:503). A 
contributor has the option of numerical or 
textual reviews—where they can provide 
specific detail and advice through journaling, 
while “numerical ratings are the overall 
reflection of information in [their] text 
reviews” (Zhang 2016:283). Together these 
ratings are combined to position different 
sites according to their popularity. 
TripAdvisor lacks specificity in its 
algorithms; rating is determined by 
efficiency through collaborative 
recommendations.
TripAdvisor organizes its reviews based on 
“the extent to which the problem can be 
easily represented; the extent to which its 
solution requires self-motivated people, and 
the extent to which its evaluation includes a 
large number of experienced users” 
(Ganzaroli 2017:503). As this is quite 
subjective and can be misleading, Zhang et 

al. have attempted to create a more efficient 
algorithm for TripAdvisor, so that the site 
would “only provide several most important 
influential factors for tourists” (2016:283). 
Specifically, they note that for restaurants on 
TripAdvisor, tourists can only rate them on 
four criteria: food, service, value, and 
atmosphere (ibid:283). It then becomes clear 
that while beneficial, TripAdvisor’s 
functionality is limited due to this narrow 
processing. Nonetheless, this understanding 
is important when assessing the rationale of 
strategists to consult the site.

Methodology and Literature
Using a large body of outside texts, (see 
Alderighi, Cohen, Errington, H.N. Mak, Ji, de 
Jong, Kim, Richards, Tsai), I hope to contrib-
ute greatly to my specific research niche on 
the functionality of TripAdvisor. The theo-
ries I will discuss, along with certain ethnog-
raphies, look at tourist motivations and the 
tourists’ impact on local communities. This 
literature is vital because it looks at the iden-
tity of both locals and visitors in touristic 
consumption. Other research has found a 
special niche of cultural restaurants, sought 
after as an ‘authentic’ experience, a drive 
which motivate tourists to continue their 
explorations (See ‘A Journey to Venice’ Gan-
zaroli).  With more people initiating and 
changing tourism discourse locally, under-
standing the complex effects of this 
discourse on locals and tourists is important. 
Thus, this piece is a practical addition to the 
literature on tourist identity and motivation.
 
A Strategist’s Draw to TripAdvisor
It is easily understood that growing accessi-
bility to technology and travel push potential 
tourists, or strategists, to a database for plan-
ning. In efforts to escape the Tourist’s Dilem-
ma, strategists turn to TripAdvisor, which 
can satisfy their need for help. TripAdvisor is 
useful because it demonstrates human-like 
attitudes and presents high quality informa-
tion in reviews infused with user’s trust.
As TripAdvisor is an online site, the elusive-
ness of the internet is an unavoidable obsta-
cle. The site’s engineers and designers have 
cleverly worked around this impersonality by 
branding TripAdvisor as a community of con-
tributors. As Werner Kunz acknowledges, “a 
sense of community belongingness relates 
positively to greater attendance at offline 
gatherings” (2015:1823). The bios of review-
ers show experience, number of recommen-

dations, and previously visited places, 
encouraging relationship building and infor-
mation exchange.  The lack of face-to-face 
human connection is replaced with a feeling 
of closeness from seeing shared interests 
and a stamp of real-life credibility from 
reviewer bios. This creates a greater sense of 
community by promoting effective commu-
nication “especially for relationship building 
with a stranger (ibid, 1826). This encourages 
strategists to use TripAdvisor to “seek ave-
nues to satisfy their curiosity and the urge 
that entices them to leave their own environ-
ment and visit new places” (Prideaux 
2002:318). While an only surface-deep reality 
of personal connection may seem minor, it 
remains integral in granting believability and 
trustworthiness to reviews.  It is vital to 
recognize that “by facilitating custom-
er-to-customer information sharing about 
travel experiences,” TripAdvisor empowers 
travelers to consult their community of 
knowledgeable ‘friends’ to “build a tourism 
package for themselves” (Filieri 2015:177).
TripAdvisor has prioritized the quality of 
their website. As Filieri et al. describe, “the 
[greater the] quality of the information that 
consumers retrieve, the more they will per-
ceive the website to be of high quality, which 
will both lead to customer satisfaction and 
trust in the CGM website” (2015:181). It is 
important to note that the online nature of 
TripAdvisor makes quality more difficult to 
measure or guarantee. Vásquez supports 
this, reminding us that “the traditional lack 
of reliability associated with self-reports 
becomes further amplified in online context, 
where identity has become a fraught and 
often-contested category, and where issues 
related to ‘authenticity’ and ‘representation’ 
abound” (2010:1714).
Recently, a phenomenon of fake reviews has 
developed. This challenges the quality and, 
ultimately, the trustworthiness of a CGM, 
because reviews could thus be inaccurate. In 
2015, after a businessman created a site for a 
fake restaurant, the UK Advertising Stan-
dards Authority recognized that “not all con-
sumer reviews are necessarily written by real 
customers,” which led to a drop in TripAdvi-
sor traffic (ibid, 175). This demonstrated that 
TripAdvisor needed to maintain trust, with-
out which strategists would be deterred from 
relying on the site.
To ensure trust, then, a website must capital-
ize on the quality of its product. Similar to 
ensuring a community feel, TripAdvisor has 
“introduced a badge system to show the 

different levels of expertise of reviewers” 
which allows a strategist to assess the credi-
bility and quality of each review. This sepa-
rates TripAdvisor as a whole from each spe-
cific review, forcing the strategist to assess 
the trustworthiness of each review indepen-
dent from their trust in TripAdvisor as host 
of those reviews. As a platform for conversa-
tion, the CGM, thus, succeeds at providing 
quality information. Filieri supports this, 
stating that “if travel consumers perceive the 
reviewers as credible sources they will 
believe that the website is reliable in that it 
has effective mechanisms in place to avoid 
spammers who post deceptive reviews” (ibid, 
176). Therefore, a substantial review from a 
credible contributor clearly has more quality 
than one that is short, superficial or emotion-
al with incorrect descriptions. Similarly, if 
there is any competing information, “travel 
advisors can prime and boost customers’ 
self-confidence by asking and reminding 
them of their expertise and/or knowledge 
about traveling” (Thai 2017:49).  The quality 
of the review is thus vital to the promotion of 
the site’s reliability.
When a review is current, valuable, credible, 
useful, relevant and complete, a strategist 
will trust a CGM because “they will think it 
comes from real customers and not from 
biased information sources” (Filieri 
2015:176). Because of the community that 
TripAdvisor promotes and the quality of user 
contributions, strategists trust the CGM.  As 
Filieri puts it, CGMs build trust through the 
“quality of the recommendation” and with 
“the previous customers who, by describing 
their previous experiences, help other con-
sumers to assess [that] quality” (ibid, 181). 
Therefore, “trust and sympathy are central 
mediators to relationship development” 
(Kunz 2015:1826). Simply put, a strategist 
leaves TripAdvisor happy because they can 
assess the quality of each review while feel-
ing comfortable in a welcoming community.

The Other Side: TripAdvisor in the 
Local’s Eyes—A Journey to Venice
Unfortunately, as the hidden side of Butler’s 
vicious tourism cycle reveals, local business-
es that rely on TripAdvisor for revenue may 
become disenfranchised. Fundamentally, 
TripAdvisor “intervenes in the structure and 
organization of tourist flows” (Ganzaroli 
2017:509). This is due to the efficiency that 
the CGM welcomes. Essentially, TripAdvisor 
can unexpectedly bolster the attractiveness 
of the most popular sites despite their possi-

bly poor quality. Using knowledge from 
Zhang et al. on how TripAdvisor categorizes 
and sorts its reviews, it is clear that the most 
reviewed options will stay at the top of a 
search, thereby gaining the most online traf-
fic (2016,283). Developing a cycle in which 
the most popular sites continually get the 
attention of new strategists.
To exemplify this further, Ganzaroli draws 
attention to Venice. Here, “the most popular 
restaurants become even more popular large-
ly independently of the quality they offer” 
(2017:509). The ancient Italian town attracts 
millions of tourists eager to witness the 
famous architecture built over the water. 
With large seasonal influxes, there are some 
periods of the year during which the city 
cannot hold both tourists and locals. TripAd-
visor marks Rialto Bridge and St. Mark’s Basil-
ica as the town’s ‘must-see’ attractions, yet 
these are also locals’ areas of mass transit. 
Therefore, residents’ lives “are often incon-
venienced by the presence of too many tour-
ists” (ibid, 504).
This is significant when looking at the spatial 
distribution of highly rated restaurants. 
Notably, the average TripAdvisor customer 
overestimates the quality of the experience 
restaurants offer in Venice” (Ganzaroli 
2017:508).  80% of TripAdvisor reviews in 
Venice are within 800 meters of St. Mark’s 
Basilica (ibid, 509). While these reviews are 
trustworthy, the fact remains that they are 
subjective in their quality. Importantly, “the 
vast majority of tourists will not return and 
do not have enough time to acquire informa-
tion on the quality” of the full sample of 
Venetian sites (ibid). When businesses ratio-
nally invest in quality, their initiatives will go 
unnoticed because TripAdvisor’s reviews are 
cyclically fueled on a site’s location nearly 
exclusively. Even if owners invest in the qual-
ity of their restaurant, its “ranking may 
improve only in the short run” because of the 
restaurants entrenched location and inability 
to satisfy their goal of serving more tourists 
(ibid, 509). Because the contributions to the 
site are overwhelmingly from visitors and no 
local perspective is included in the algo-
rithm, the central sites entrench their popu-
larity regardless of quality.

The Duality of TripAdvisor
For strategists, TripAdvisor is worthy of 
excitement. By creating a cohesive and wel-
coming environment, the site offers strate-
gists a community of fellow contributors 
waiting to share their experiences and 

answer questions. The platform organizes 
various reviews to define itself as a quality 
website, where strategists can make their 
own judgement, both positive and negative 
as to the quality of reviews and attractions. 
Thus, TripAdvisor succeeds at instilling trust 
in its customers.
While benefiting tourists and strategists in 
this way, TripAdvisor is also detrimental to 
the communities it describes. The supposed 
quality and accuracy of recommendations 
only draws strategists to certain sites. This is 
because TripAdvisor is engineered to bolster 
the top-rated sites based on a minimal, gen-
eral, and subjective numerical rating system. 
Similarly, the majority of reviews are written 
by visitors, so the full set of potential loca-
tions remains absent from the collection of 
popular destinations. The algorithm with 
which TripAdvisor presents results creates a 
cyclical entrenchment of popular places 
negating the true quality of a site while favor-
ing proximity and friendliness to tourists. 
This duality comes from the inherent flaw of 
TripAdvisor—their goal of attracting strate-
gists by promising an authenticity that in 
reality is fabricated and devoid of local input.
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Abstract

The Chicago Cultural Center (CCC), centrally-located on Randolph and Michigan, aims 
to represent the diverse population of Chicago. Each year, the Center draws thousands 
of tourists and locals, eager to see the famous Preston Bradley Tiffany Dome or one of 
the many constantly-rotating exhibits provided by the Chicago Architectural 
Foundation. Functionally, the Center is open every day with long hours and free 
admission, seemingly enticing all to enter. Rather contrary to the ethnic diversity of 
Chicago, however, the CCC, although it is staffed by a wide range of minorities, caters 
mostly to upper-middle class whites. This ethnographic analysis utilizes interviews 
and anthropological tourism literature to explain the intellectualization of this 
Chicago landmark.

Defining the CCC as the “People’s Palace” 
proves awkward as there are many social 
factors at play in the Chicago landmark. For 
proper analysis, tourist (and local) 
motivations for visiting the site must be 
assessed through ethnographic methods 
such as participant observation and 
interviews. Pairing anthropological theory 
with this ethnography provides insight into 
how CCC fuels the intellectualism of its 
guests, both native and visiting.  These 
intellectual norms and attitudes mold the 
white visitors’ class identity, granting them a 
feeling of superiority and ensuring their 
continued domination of the site while 
alienating minorities, who only witness the 
exhibits and their white audience from the 
worker’s side as CCC employees. From this 
vantage, the inconsistency in the Chicago 
Cultural Society’s attempted self-positioning 
as a Chicago landmark is clear.

Methods
My research partner and I conducted brief 
interviews with randomly selected visitors 
and workers at the site on Sunday, 22 
October 2017, starting at 10am. We returned 

at the same time the following Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday. These Informal 
structured interviews were paired with 
participant observation. We took careful note 
of self-reported ethnicity, behavior, group 
size, and each guest’s attitude about their 
visit through informal interviews. Of the 
sixteen visitors with whom we sustained 
substantial conversations (longer than ten 
minutes), eight had previously planned to 
visit the Center, while another eight had 
randomly entered. Five of our interviews 
were with individuals who identified as 
“Chicagoans,” while the rest represented a 
wide range of home locales (Australia, 
Georgia, Utah, etc.). Every visitor with whom 
we interacted was white, except one 
photographer, Charlotte, who was 
Asian-American. As previously mentioned, 
the CCC staff were predominantly black. We 
also spoke with a Mexican-American 
volunteer for the CAF. Findings
For the individuals who had planned to visit 
the Chicago Cultural Center, planned 
visitors, the content of the exhibits served as 
their main motivation for attending the CCC. 
Two friends interested in architecture visited 

from Kalamazoo for their birthday. A few 
individuals from around the country 
(including Charlotte), were on a photography 
conference, guided by a Chicago native who 
brought the group to the Center because of 
the rain.  Finally, a couple came to study 
Cooper Hewitt’s exhibit in the Room of 
Plinths to research new information for their 
course at IU Bloomington.
Impulsive visitors, those who entered 
randomly, provided a variety of narratives, 
as one would expect, about visiting this 
Chicago landmark. An uncle and his two 
teenage nieces stumbled upon the Center 
after their visit to the Art Institute—the uncle 
presumed the Center was a library, yet 
remained pleasantly surprised during the 
visit throughout the Dome and the traveling 
exhibitions: “We had no idea this place 
existed. It’s a nice way to get out of the cold 
and off our feet for free.” Four female 
middle-aged Australians (all librarians) saw a 
picture of the Tiffany Dome in the Chicago 
Hop-on Hop-off tourist bus, yet were 
surprised to discover CCC’s proximity to 
Millennium park, from where they just had 
arrived: “I recognized the Dome on our bus 
and really wanted to visit. When we were 
walking around the Bean I saw this old 
building and said let’s go check it out when 
we leave. And we did.” This was a similar 
case to the two women from Atlanta, who 
stopped in after seeing the well-known 
Copper Bull on the Washington Street 
entrance. “I knew this was famous because 
we saw it on the back of our Art Museum 
map” Most insightful, however, was a local 
Chicagoan who sat in the basement drinking 
his Starbucks and reading the news on his 
iPad. He called CCC the “People’s Palace,” 
because of its ability to provide “anything to 
anyone.”  This infers that the CCC can host 
individuals for practically any reason—to 
study, relax for a moment, meet with friends, 
or enjoy the free exhibits. Immediately after 
his eloquent definition, however, the 
Chicagoan complained that there are often 
not enough seats as he gestured to a black 
man sitting at the table next to him.

Discussion
Many of CCC’s guests cited the educational 
aspect of the center as a benefit from their 
visit. In order to understand the relationship 
between this perceived benefit and the con-
struction of the center as a hallmark tourist 
site, it must first be noted, that “no institu-
tion [can] be understood in isolation: all were 

adapted to each other, and piecemeal chang-
es in one component were not possible with-
out either unraveling the whole or setting in 
motion countervailing changes that would 
bring the system back into equilibrium” 
(Goffman 1982: 13). Here, Goffman reminds 
us that there are inexplicably complex con-
nections between various social institutions 
and a proper in-depth analysis is necessary 
to fully comprehend a topic.  This sociologi-
cal tenet serves as a guideline to develop cor-
rect, holistic analyses. Moreover, as Lamont 
says “social boundaries are objectified forms 
of social differences manifested in unequal 
access to and unequal distribution of 
resources (material and nonmaterial) and 
social opportunities. They are also revealed 
in stable behavioral patterns of association, 
as manifested in connubiality and commen-
sality” (Lamont 2002: 168). This means that 
analyses with differences of phenomena at 
their center will contribute to a greater 
understanding of social identity. 
The striking architecture of the Dome along 
with various architecture exhibits provide a 
visitor with niche knowledge and unique 
‘field research’ to bring back home. Graburn 
discusses this in detail, stating that “histori-
cal, cultural, and ethnic forms of tourism 
have become increasingly popular, all of 
them catering to one form or another of 
modernity’s nostalgia for the premodern” 
(Graburn 2001: 33). Even more so, this knowl-
edge will transcend a visitor’s short time on 
vacation and set them apart from colleagues 
at home who did not have the same experi-
ence. This is obviously the case with the IU 
Bloomington teachers, who mentioned that 
they would utilize what they see in the exhib-
it as examples for future lesson plans.  Simi-
larly, the teacher leading the photography 
seminar worked around the limitations of the 
poor weather, stating that her visit to CCC 
showed a beautiful and unique Chicago. 
Charlotte will use her pictures from the CCC 
to display her specific new expertise.  Thus, 
for both locals and tourists, reference to the 
academic sensation or experience of a place 
becomes the norm in the descriptions of 
their experience and a reason for return. 
Bruner supports this claim, stating that 
“[tourists] go for adventure, for experience, 
for status, for education and to explore” 
(Bruner 2005: 194). Both the impulsive and 
planned visitors framed the site’s didactic 
capacity as useful for their own social bene-
fit. 
Graburn also discusses the “contract between 

the ordinary/compulsory work state spent ‘at 
home’ and the extraordinary/voluntary meta-
phorically ‘sacred’ experience away from 
home,” (Graburn 2001: 27). Due to the pre-
dictability of such a feeling of sacrosanct 
vacation time, it is apparent that tourists will 
use their experience to define themselves 
upon return. Such is the case with the afore-
mentioned teachers and Australian librari-
ans. Ian Munt dissects Bourdieu’s cultural 
intellectualism as a commodity, where tour-
ism is a cultural good and experiences are 
consumed, and then used to benefit the tour-
ist. He warns however, that “the professional-
ization and intellectualization of travel, 
together with its associated discourse, have 
been insufficient in themselves to ensure 
social differentiation and, more importantly, 
spatial distance” (Munt 1994: 117). This 
means that the ritualization associated with 
travel, and the consequential redefinition of 
the traveler as an educated tourist, can and 
will fuel a social divide. Pierre Bourdieu con-
tinues by assessing how these practices con-
tinually entrench this type of intellectualism:

 “The main effect of these develop 
 ments…may well be to have provided  
 'intellectual production' with, an audi 
 ence sufficiently large to justify the  
 existence of specific agencies for pro 
 duction and distribution, and the  
 appearance, on the edges of the uni 
 versity field and intellectual field, of a  
 sort of superior popularization…”  
 (Bourdieu 1984: 152). 

This suggests that a cyclical pattern is then 
fomented, where the more intellectually-mo-
tivated tourists visit, the more attractive the 
location will be. 
The distance that this intellectualization 
creates between tourists and the non-travel-
ing-other exacerbates social boundaries. 
Because “urban and suburban middle classes 
feel that their lives are overly artificial and 
meaningless, lacking deep feelings of belong-
ing and authenticity,” travel can set them 
apart—travel gives a tourist a social advan-
tage (Graburn 2001: 33). For Charlotte, her 
pictures and experiences will follow her 
home, serving as a piece of her journey. She 
created the stage in her camera where her 
pictures become a sort of souvenir for her, 
sharing the incomparability of her story. 
Chambers reminds us that a “tourists’ goal is 
to get behind the stage that is provided for 
them and find something real to experience” 

(Chambers 2000:19). More broadly, the expe-
riences that the visitors create foment their 
memories and become part of their individu-
al personalities and self-perceptions. Just as 
their celebrations of their journey once they 
have returned home inform their sense of 
self and interpersonal relationships, so too 
do their actual experiences fuel their person-
al identity and social positioning. Lamont 
reveals that a collective identity requires 
both internal and external recognition: “on 
the one hand, individuals must be able to 
differentiate themselves from others by 
drawing on criteria of community and a 
sense of shared belonging within their sub-
group. On the other hand, this internal iden-
tification process must be recognized by out-
siders for an objectified collective identity” 
(Lamont 2002: 170). This separation can be 
seen when individuals returned home to 
show off their new knowledge. 
Morgan and Pritchard also discuss souvenirs 
and their effects on self. They claim that 
“tourism ‘as a system of presenting and per-
formance’, [presupposes] that tourism expe-
rience and its material manifestations con-
tribute to our narratives and performances of 
self” (Morgan and Pritchard 2005:45). They 
continue, “while the postmodern tourist is 
conscious that he or she is a tourist, he or she 
has no single tourist identity but performs a 
variety of roles with multiple texts and mean-
ings” (ibid:40). This means that tourists 
maintain a strict self-identification from the 
experience of travel.  For the tourists (and 
locals) who visit the CCC, the intellectualiza-
tion of the sight fuels a sense of superiority, 
personified well by the man drinking coffee 
in the basement café. Bourdieu supports this 
claim: “Dominant groups generally succeed 
in legitimizing their own culture and ways as 
superior to those of lower classes, through 
oppositions” (Bourdieu 1984: 245). Due to 
their privilege, the intellectuals succeed in 
defining the identity of the center.

Conclusion
With its free admission and long hours, the 
Chicago Cultural Center subtly proclaims 
itself as welcoming to all. As we encountered, 
the site does cater to people from a wide vari-
ety of geographical locations—yet it remains 
largely unvisited by minorities. This is due to 
the high intellectualism the Center fuels. 
With its specialized moving exhibitions and 
historically important permanent collections, 
those who desire to identify as intellectually 
superior (such as the librarians, photogra-

phers, students, and teachers) fuel a pattern 
of intellectual-dominated attendance. Munt 
summarizes the cyclical pattern of intellectu-
al tourism fueling the identification of ‘supe-
rior’ intellectuals. He says that “with the 
emergence of tourism as both an ethically 
and socially problematic activity among 
certain fractions of the new middle classes, 
tourism and tour companies catering for the 
intellectual demands of these class fractions 
are of increasing importance in the legitima-
tion of travel” (Munt 1994: 110). From this, it 
is apparent that the Chicago Cultural Center 
remains an establishment for tourists to 
define themselves as intellectuals for their 
own benefit. They will take home their 
knowledge to set themselves apart from their 
less-travelled (and now less educated) coun-
terparts. Thus, CCC fails to represent the 
diversity of Chicago, yet institutionally is 
devoid of blame for this cultural complexity. 
Overall, certain types of tourism foment a 
superiority complex in the tourist’s perfor-
mance of ‘self.’
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Every minute, 115 new opinions are added to 
the ever-growing database of 190,000,000+ 
reviews on TripAdvisor (Smith 2014). The 
free website serves tourists, who use 
TripAdvisor as an encyclopedia of travel to 
research, compare, book, and rate every 
aspect of their trips—from flight to hotel, 
restaurant to attraction. In this context, 
potential tourists who rely on TripAdvisor to 
plan their trips will be referred to as 
strategists. These users have freedom to 
form a community and access loads of 
information. Thus, strategist will refer to 
TripAdvisor users because they are able to 
implement whatever strategy they desire for 
planning their trip. With a simple sign-up, 
anyone can join the community of reviewers 
and add opinions and advice for various 
destinations. The site’s global presence leads 
one to ask what about TripAdvisor makes 
tourists rely so heavily on it to make their 
decisions? Furthermore, what effect does 
TripAdvisor have on the local businesses to 
which the strategists are planning to visit?

The Tourist’s Dilemma & The 
Mechanics of TripAdvisor
Answering these questions requires a 
broader understanding of the Tourist’s 
Dilemma—the quandary of where to tour 
when there are so many possibilities in 
today’s globalized world. As will be 
discussed below, an understanding of how 
Consumer Generated Media (CGM) works 
makes discovering the motivation of 
strategists to visit TripAdvisor easy. A proper 
analysis of the effects of CGM on local 
economies also illuminates how TripAdvisor 
is beneficial to tourists but detrimental to the 
locals that provide services to visitors, by 
directing charges majority-consumer interest 
towards the same “top choices” for 
destinations. In discussing the vicious cycle 
of tourism, R.W. Butler reminds us that, “it 
can be expected that even attractions of the 
tourist will lose their competitiveness…” 
meaning that every destination is subject to 
continual reevaluation (1980:9). Therefore, 
rather than relying on quality and authentic 
experience, TripAdvisor sends its readers to 
the most frequented tourist sites, often 
determined through popularity, accessibility, 

and location.
Before assessing the true functionality of 
TripAdvisor, it is vital to understand the 
consumer base who flock to the site. Travel is 
becoming more assessable through 
“increasing affluence, additional leisure time 
[and] the availability of desirable places to 
visit” (Prideaux 2002:323). Cheaper travel 
paired with technology to discover new 
destinations (such as TripAdvisor) fuel the 
Tourist’s Dilemma, resulting in anxiety on 
where to go and what to do.
Nguyen Thai remarks that “perceived 
uncertainty mediates the relation between 
choice-set size and destination evaluation” 
(2017:38). This means that when planning a 
trip, there is a significant number of available 
destinations which can lead to overwhelming 
feelings of choice. This “choice overload 
phenomenon” fuels a need for some type of 
help in the decision-making process (ibid). As 
discovered through an analytical study, Thai 
concludes that “tourists go through multiple 
stages in their decisions because their 
limited analytical capacity forces them to 
decompose the complex decision into 
manageable steps” (ibid, 39). A common and 
rational step is consulting a CGM.  Because 
“uncertainty is the underlying mechanism 
that mediates the effect of choice-set size,” 
the Tourist Dilemma can be solved through 
TripAdvisor (ibid, 48).
TripAdvisor has attained its high status due 
to the shear amount of people that use it. As 
a crowdsourced website, large amounts of 
people “collaborate through their 
recommendations in a ranking system as a 
collective good” (Ganzaroli 2017:503). A 
contributor has the option of numerical or 
textual reviews—where they can provide 
specific detail and advice through journaling, 
while “numerical ratings are the overall 
reflection of information in [their] text 
reviews” (Zhang 2016:283). Together these 
ratings are combined to position different 
sites according to their popularity. 
TripAdvisor lacks specificity in its 
algorithms; rating is determined by 
efficiency through collaborative 
recommendations.
TripAdvisor organizes its reviews based on 
“the extent to which the problem can be 
easily represented; the extent to which its 
solution requires self-motivated people, and 
the extent to which its evaluation includes a 
large number of experienced users” 
(Ganzaroli 2017:503). As this is quite 
subjective and can be misleading, Zhang et 

al. have attempted to create a more efficient 
algorithm for TripAdvisor, so that the site 
would “only provide several most important 
influential factors for tourists” (2016:283). 
Specifically, they note that for restaurants on 
TripAdvisor, tourists can only rate them on 
four criteria: food, service, value, and 
atmosphere (ibid:283). It then becomes clear 
that while beneficial, TripAdvisor’s 
functionality is limited due to this narrow 
processing. Nonetheless, this understanding 
is important when assessing the rationale of 
strategists to consult the site.

Methodology and Literature
Using a large body of outside texts, (see 
Alderighi, Cohen, Errington, H.N. Mak, Ji, de 
Jong, Kim, Richards, Tsai), I hope to contrib-
ute greatly to my specific research niche on 
the functionality of TripAdvisor. The theo-
ries I will discuss, along with certain ethnog-
raphies, look at tourist motivations and the 
tourists’ impact on local communities. This 
literature is vital because it looks at the iden-
tity of both locals and visitors in touristic 
consumption. Other research has found a 
special niche of cultural restaurants, sought 
after as an ‘authentic’ experience, a drive 
which motivate tourists to continue their 
explorations (See ‘A Journey to Venice’ Gan-
zaroli).  With more people initiating and 
changing tourism discourse locally, under-
standing the complex effects of this 
discourse on locals and tourists is important. 
Thus, this piece is a practical addition to the 
literature on tourist identity and motivation.
 
A Strategist’s Draw to TripAdvisor
It is easily understood that growing accessi-
bility to technology and travel push potential 
tourists, or strategists, to a database for plan-
ning. In efforts to escape the Tourist’s Dilem-
ma, strategists turn to TripAdvisor, which 
can satisfy their need for help. TripAdvisor is 
useful because it demonstrates human-like 
attitudes and presents high quality informa-
tion in reviews infused with user’s trust.
As TripAdvisor is an online site, the elusive-
ness of the internet is an unavoidable obsta-
cle. The site’s engineers and designers have 
cleverly worked around this impersonality by 
branding TripAdvisor as a community of con-
tributors. As Werner Kunz acknowledges, “a 
sense of community belongingness relates 
positively to greater attendance at offline 
gatherings” (2015:1823). The bios of review-
ers show experience, number of recommen-

dations, and previously visited places, 
encouraging relationship building and infor-
mation exchange.  The lack of face-to-face 
human connection is replaced with a feeling 
of closeness from seeing shared interests 
and a stamp of real-life credibility from 
reviewer bios. This creates a greater sense of 
community by promoting effective commu-
nication “especially for relationship building 
with a stranger (ibid, 1826). This encourages 
strategists to use TripAdvisor to “seek ave-
nues to satisfy their curiosity and the urge 
that entices them to leave their own environ-
ment and visit new places” (Prideaux 
2002:318). While an only surface-deep reality 
of personal connection may seem minor, it 
remains integral in granting believability and 
trustworthiness to reviews.  It is vital to 
recognize that “by facilitating custom-
er-to-customer information sharing about 
travel experiences,” TripAdvisor empowers 
travelers to consult their community of 
knowledgeable ‘friends’ to “build a tourism 
package for themselves” (Filieri 2015:177).
TripAdvisor has prioritized the quality of 
their website. As Filieri et al. describe, “the 
[greater the] quality of the information that 
consumers retrieve, the more they will per-
ceive the website to be of high quality, which 
will both lead to customer satisfaction and 
trust in the CGM website” (2015:181). It is 
important to note that the online nature of 
TripAdvisor makes quality more difficult to 
measure or guarantee. Vásquez supports 
this, reminding us that “the traditional lack 
of reliability associated with self-reports 
becomes further amplified in online context, 
where identity has become a fraught and 
often-contested category, and where issues 
related to ‘authenticity’ and ‘representation’ 
abound” (2010:1714).
Recently, a phenomenon of fake reviews has 
developed. This challenges the quality and, 
ultimately, the trustworthiness of a CGM, 
because reviews could thus be inaccurate. In 
2015, after a businessman created a site for a 
fake restaurant, the UK Advertising Stan-
dards Authority recognized that “not all con-
sumer reviews are necessarily written by real 
customers,” which led to a drop in TripAdvi-
sor traffic (ibid, 175). This demonstrated that 
TripAdvisor needed to maintain trust, with-
out which strategists would be deterred from 
relying on the site.
To ensure trust, then, a website must capital-
ize on the quality of its product. Similar to 
ensuring a community feel, TripAdvisor has 
“introduced a badge system to show the 

different levels of expertise of reviewers” 
which allows a strategist to assess the credi-
bility and quality of each review. This sepa-
rates TripAdvisor as a whole from each spe-
cific review, forcing the strategist to assess 
the trustworthiness of each review indepen-
dent from their trust in TripAdvisor as host 
of those reviews. As a platform for conversa-
tion, the CGM, thus, succeeds at providing 
quality information. Filieri supports this, 
stating that “if travel consumers perceive the 
reviewers as credible sources they will 
believe that the website is reliable in that it 
has effective mechanisms in place to avoid 
spammers who post deceptive reviews” (ibid, 
176). Therefore, a substantial review from a 
credible contributor clearly has more quality 
than one that is short, superficial or emotion-
al with incorrect descriptions. Similarly, if 
there is any competing information, “travel 
advisors can prime and boost customers’ 
self-confidence by asking and reminding 
them of their expertise and/or knowledge 
about traveling” (Thai 2017:49).  The quality 
of the review is thus vital to the promotion of 
the site’s reliability.
When a review is current, valuable, credible, 
useful, relevant and complete, a strategist 
will trust a CGM because “they will think it 
comes from real customers and not from 
biased information sources” (Filieri 
2015:176). Because of the community that 
TripAdvisor promotes and the quality of user 
contributions, strategists trust the CGM.  As 
Filieri puts it, CGMs build trust through the 
“quality of the recommendation” and with 
“the previous customers who, by describing 
their previous experiences, help other con-
sumers to assess [that] quality” (ibid, 181). 
Therefore, “trust and sympathy are central 
mediators to relationship development” 
(Kunz 2015:1826). Simply put, a strategist 
leaves TripAdvisor happy because they can 
assess the quality of each review while feel-
ing comfortable in a welcoming community.

The Other Side: TripAdvisor in the 
Local’s Eyes—A Journey to Venice
Unfortunately, as the hidden side of Butler’s 
vicious tourism cycle reveals, local business-
es that rely on TripAdvisor for revenue may 
become disenfranchised. Fundamentally, 
TripAdvisor “intervenes in the structure and 
organization of tourist flows” (Ganzaroli 
2017:509). This is due to the efficiency that 
the CGM welcomes. Essentially, TripAdvisor 
can unexpectedly bolster the attractiveness 
of the most popular sites despite their possi-

bly poor quality. Using knowledge from 
Zhang et al. on how TripAdvisor categorizes 
and sorts its reviews, it is clear that the most 
reviewed options will stay at the top of a 
search, thereby gaining the most online traf-
fic (2016,283). Developing a cycle in which 
the most popular sites continually get the 
attention of new strategists.
To exemplify this further, Ganzaroli draws 
attention to Venice. Here, “the most popular 
restaurants become even more popular large-
ly independently of the quality they offer” 
(2017:509). The ancient Italian town attracts 
millions of tourists eager to witness the 
famous architecture built over the water. 
With large seasonal influxes, there are some 
periods of the year during which the city 
cannot hold both tourists and locals. TripAd-
visor marks Rialto Bridge and St. Mark’s Basil-
ica as the town’s ‘must-see’ attractions, yet 
these are also locals’ areas of mass transit. 
Therefore, residents’ lives “are often incon-
venienced by the presence of too many tour-
ists” (ibid, 504).
This is significant when looking at the spatial 
distribution of highly rated restaurants. 
Notably, the average TripAdvisor customer 
overestimates the quality of the experience 
restaurants offer in Venice” (Ganzaroli 
2017:508).  80% of TripAdvisor reviews in 
Venice are within 800 meters of St. Mark’s 
Basilica (ibid, 509). While these reviews are 
trustworthy, the fact remains that they are 
subjective in their quality. Importantly, “the 
vast majority of tourists will not return and 
do not have enough time to acquire informa-
tion on the quality” of the full sample of 
Venetian sites (ibid). When businesses ratio-
nally invest in quality, their initiatives will go 
unnoticed because TripAdvisor’s reviews are 
cyclically fueled on a site’s location nearly 
exclusively. Even if owners invest in the qual-
ity of their restaurant, its “ranking may 
improve only in the short run” because of the 
restaurants entrenched location and inability 
to satisfy their goal of serving more tourists 
(ibid, 509). Because the contributions to the 
site are overwhelmingly from visitors and no 
local perspective is included in the algo-
rithm, the central sites entrench their popu-
larity regardless of quality.

The Duality of TripAdvisor
For strategists, TripAdvisor is worthy of 
excitement. By creating a cohesive and wel-
coming environment, the site offers strate-
gists a community of fellow contributors 
waiting to share their experiences and 

answer questions. The platform organizes 
various reviews to define itself as a quality 
website, where strategists can make their 
own judgement, both positive and negative 
as to the quality of reviews and attractions. 
Thus, TripAdvisor succeeds at instilling trust 
in its customers.
While benefiting tourists and strategists in 
this way, TripAdvisor is also detrimental to 
the communities it describes. The supposed 
quality and accuracy of recommendations 
only draws strategists to certain sites. This is 
because TripAdvisor is engineered to bolster 
the top-rated sites based on a minimal, gen-
eral, and subjective numerical rating system. 
Similarly, the majority of reviews are written 
by visitors, so the full set of potential loca-
tions remains absent from the collection of 
popular destinations. The algorithm with 
which TripAdvisor presents results creates a 
cyclical entrenchment of popular places 
negating the true quality of a site while favor-
ing proximity and friendliness to tourists. 
This duality comes from the inherent flaw of 
TripAdvisor—their goal of attracting strate-
gists by promising an authenticity that in 
reality is fabricated and devoid of local input.
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Defining the CCC as the “People’s Palace” 
proves awkward as there are many social 
factors at play in the Chicago landmark. For 
proper analysis, tourist (and local) 
motivations for visiting the site must be 
assessed through ethnographic methods 
such as participant observation and 
interviews. Pairing anthropological theory 
with this ethnography provides insight into 
how CCC fuels the intellectualism of its 
guests, both native and visiting.  These 
intellectual norms and attitudes mold the 
white visitors’ class identity, granting them a 
feeling of superiority and ensuring their 
continued domination of the site while 
alienating minorities, who only witness the 
exhibits and their white audience from the 
worker’s side as CCC employees. From this 
vantage, the inconsistency in the Chicago 
Cultural Society’s attempted self-positioning 
as a Chicago landmark is clear.

Methods
My research partner and I conducted brief 
interviews with randomly selected visitors 
and workers at the site on Sunday, 22 
October 2017, starting at 10am. We returned 

at the same time the following Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday. These Informal 
structured interviews were paired with 
participant observation. We took careful note 
of self-reported ethnicity, behavior, group 
size, and each guest’s attitude about their 
visit through informal interviews. Of the 
sixteen visitors with whom we sustained 
substantial conversations (longer than ten 
minutes), eight had previously planned to 
visit the Center, while another eight had 
randomly entered. Five of our interviews 
were with individuals who identified as 
“Chicagoans,” while the rest represented a 
wide range of home locales (Australia, 
Georgia, Utah, etc.). Every visitor with whom 
we interacted was white, except one 
photographer, Charlotte, who was 
Asian-American. As previously mentioned, 
the CCC staff were predominantly black. We 
also spoke with a Mexican-American 
volunteer for the CAF. Findings
For the individuals who had planned to visit 
the Chicago Cultural Center, planned 
visitors, the content of the exhibits served as 
their main motivation for attending the CCC. 
Two friends interested in architecture visited 

from Kalamazoo for their birthday. A few 
individuals from around the country 
(including Charlotte), were on a photography 
conference, guided by a Chicago native who 
brought the group to the Center because of 
the rain.  Finally, a couple came to study 
Cooper Hewitt’s exhibit in the Room of 
Plinths to research new information for their 
course at IU Bloomington.
Impulsive visitors, those who entered 
randomly, provided a variety of narratives, 
as one would expect, about visiting this 
Chicago landmark. An uncle and his two 
teenage nieces stumbled upon the Center 
after their visit to the Art Institute—the uncle 
presumed the Center was a library, yet 
remained pleasantly surprised during the 
visit throughout the Dome and the traveling 
exhibitions: “We had no idea this place 
existed. It’s a nice way to get out of the cold 
and off our feet for free.” Four female 
middle-aged Australians (all librarians) saw a 
picture of the Tiffany Dome in the Chicago 
Hop-on Hop-off tourist bus, yet were 
surprised to discover CCC’s proximity to 
Millennium park, from where they just had 
arrived: “I recognized the Dome on our bus 
and really wanted to visit. When we were 
walking around the Bean I saw this old 
building and said let’s go check it out when 
we leave. And we did.” This was a similar 
case to the two women from Atlanta, who 
stopped in after seeing the well-known 
Copper Bull on the Washington Street 
entrance. “I knew this was famous because 
we saw it on the back of our Art Museum 
map” Most insightful, however, was a local 
Chicagoan who sat in the basement drinking 
his Starbucks and reading the news on his 
iPad. He called CCC the “People’s Palace,” 
because of its ability to provide “anything to 
anyone.”  This infers that the CCC can host 
individuals for practically any reason—to 
study, relax for a moment, meet with friends, 
or enjoy the free exhibits. Immediately after 
his eloquent definition, however, the 
Chicagoan complained that there are often 
not enough seats as he gestured to a black 
man sitting at the table next to him.

Discussion
Many of CCC’s guests cited the educational 
aspect of the center as a benefit from their 
visit. In order to understand the relationship 
between this perceived benefit and the con-
struction of the center as a hallmark tourist 
site, it must first be noted, that “no institu-
tion [can] be understood in isolation: all were 

adapted to each other, and piecemeal chang-
es in one component were not possible with-
out either unraveling the whole or setting in 
motion countervailing changes that would 
bring the system back into equilibrium” 
(Goffman 1982: 13). Here, Goffman reminds 
us that there are inexplicably complex con-
nections between various social institutions 
and a proper in-depth analysis is necessary 
to fully comprehend a topic.  This sociologi-
cal tenet serves as a guideline to develop cor-
rect, holistic analyses. Moreover, as Lamont 
says “social boundaries are objectified forms 
of social differences manifested in unequal 
access to and unequal distribution of 
resources (material and nonmaterial) and 
social opportunities. They are also revealed 
in stable behavioral patterns of association, 
as manifested in connubiality and commen-
sality” (Lamont 2002: 168). This means that 
analyses with differences of phenomena at 
their center will contribute to a greater 
understanding of social identity. 
The striking architecture of the Dome along 
with various architecture exhibits provide a 
visitor with niche knowledge and unique 
‘field research’ to bring back home. Graburn 
discusses this in detail, stating that “histori-
cal, cultural, and ethnic forms of tourism 
have become increasingly popular, all of 
them catering to one form or another of 
modernity’s nostalgia for the premodern” 
(Graburn 2001: 33). Even more so, this knowl-
edge will transcend a visitor’s short time on 
vacation and set them apart from colleagues 
at home who did not have the same experi-
ence. This is obviously the case with the IU 
Bloomington teachers, who mentioned that 
they would utilize what they see in the exhib-
it as examples for future lesson plans.  Simi-
larly, the teacher leading the photography 
seminar worked around the limitations of the 
poor weather, stating that her visit to CCC 
showed a beautiful and unique Chicago. 
Charlotte will use her pictures from the CCC 
to display her specific new expertise.  Thus, 
for both locals and tourists, reference to the 
academic sensation or experience of a place 
becomes the norm in the descriptions of 
their experience and a reason for return. 
Bruner supports this claim, stating that 
“[tourists] go for adventure, for experience, 
for status, for education and to explore” 
(Bruner 2005: 194). Both the impulsive and 
planned visitors framed the site’s didactic 
capacity as useful for their own social bene-
fit. 
Graburn also discusses the “contract between 

the ordinary/compulsory work state spent ‘at 
home’ and the extraordinary/voluntary meta-
phorically ‘sacred’ experience away from 
home,” (Graburn 2001: 27). Due to the pre-
dictability of such a feeling of sacrosanct 
vacation time, it is apparent that tourists will 
use their experience to define themselves 
upon return. Such is the case with the afore-
mentioned teachers and Australian librari-
ans. Ian Munt dissects Bourdieu’s cultural 
intellectualism as a commodity, where tour-
ism is a cultural good and experiences are 
consumed, and then used to benefit the tour-
ist. He warns however, that “the professional-
ization and intellectualization of travel, 
together with its associated discourse, have 
been insufficient in themselves to ensure 
social differentiation and, more importantly, 
spatial distance” (Munt 1994: 117). This 
means that the ritualization associated with 
travel, and the consequential redefinition of 
the traveler as an educated tourist, can and 
will fuel a social divide. Pierre Bourdieu con-
tinues by assessing how these practices con-
tinually entrench this type of intellectualism:

 “The main effect of these develop 
 ments…may well be to have provided  
 'intellectual production' with, an audi 
 ence sufficiently large to justify the  
 existence of specific agencies for pro 
 duction and distribution, and the  
 appearance, on the edges of the uni 
 versity field and intellectual field, of a  
 sort of superior popularization…”  
 (Bourdieu 1984: 152). 

This suggests that a cyclical pattern is then 
fomented, where the more intellectually-mo-
tivated tourists visit, the more attractive the 
location will be. 
The distance that this intellectualization 
creates between tourists and the non-travel-
ing-other exacerbates social boundaries. 
Because “urban and suburban middle classes 
feel that their lives are overly artificial and 
meaningless, lacking deep feelings of belong-
ing and authenticity,” travel can set them 
apart—travel gives a tourist a social advan-
tage (Graburn 2001: 33). For Charlotte, her 
pictures and experiences will follow her 
home, serving as a piece of her journey. She 
created the stage in her camera where her 
pictures become a sort of souvenir for her, 
sharing the incomparability of her story. 
Chambers reminds us that a “tourists’ goal is 
to get behind the stage that is provided for 
them and find something real to experience” 

(Chambers 2000:19). More broadly, the expe-
riences that the visitors create foment their 
memories and become part of their individu-
al personalities and self-perceptions. Just as 
their celebrations of their journey once they 
have returned home inform their sense of 
self and interpersonal relationships, so too 
do their actual experiences fuel their person-
al identity and social positioning. Lamont 
reveals that a collective identity requires 
both internal and external recognition: “on 
the one hand, individuals must be able to 
differentiate themselves from others by 
drawing on criteria of community and a 
sense of shared belonging within their sub-
group. On the other hand, this internal iden-
tification process must be recognized by out-
siders for an objectified collective identity” 
(Lamont 2002: 170). This separation can be 
seen when individuals returned home to 
show off their new knowledge. 
Morgan and Pritchard also discuss souvenirs 
and their effects on self. They claim that 
“tourism ‘as a system of presenting and per-
formance’, [presupposes] that tourism expe-
rience and its material manifestations con-
tribute to our narratives and performances of 
self” (Morgan and Pritchard 2005:45). They 
continue, “while the postmodern tourist is 
conscious that he or she is a tourist, he or she 
has no single tourist identity but performs a 
variety of roles with multiple texts and mean-
ings” (ibid:40). This means that tourists 
maintain a strict self-identification from the 
experience of travel.  For the tourists (and 
locals) who visit the CCC, the intellectualiza-
tion of the sight fuels a sense of superiority, 
personified well by the man drinking coffee 
in the basement café. Bourdieu supports this 
claim: “Dominant groups generally succeed 
in legitimizing their own culture and ways as 
superior to those of lower classes, through 
oppositions” (Bourdieu 1984: 245). Due to 
their privilege, the intellectuals succeed in 
defining the identity of the center.

Conclusion
With its free admission and long hours, the 
Chicago Cultural Center subtly proclaims 
itself as welcoming to all. As we encountered, 
the site does cater to people from a wide vari-
ety of geographical locations—yet it remains 
largely unvisited by minorities. This is due to 
the high intellectualism the Center fuels. 
With its specialized moving exhibitions and 
historically important permanent collections, 
those who desire to identify as intellectually 
superior (such as the librarians, photogra-

phers, students, and teachers) fuel a pattern 
of intellectual-dominated attendance. Munt 
summarizes the cyclical pattern of intellectu-
al tourism fueling the identification of ‘supe-
rior’ intellectuals. He says that “with the 
emergence of tourism as both an ethically 
and socially problematic activity among 
certain fractions of the new middle classes, 
tourism and tour companies catering for the 
intellectual demands of these class fractions 
are of increasing importance in the legitima-
tion of travel” (Munt 1994: 110). From this, it 
is apparent that the Chicago Cultural Center 
remains an establishment for tourists to 
define themselves as intellectuals for their 
own benefit. They will take home their 
knowledge to set themselves apart from their 
less-travelled (and now less educated) coun-
terparts. Thus, CCC fails to represent the 
diversity of Chicago, yet institutionally is 
devoid of blame for this cultural complexity. 
Overall, certain types of tourism foment a 
superiority complex in the tourist’s perfor-
mance of ‘self.’
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Defining the CCC as the “People’s Palace” 
proves awkward as there are many social 
factors at play in the Chicago landmark. For 
proper analysis, tourist (and local) 
motivations for visiting the site must be 
assessed through ethnographic methods 
such as participant observation and 
interviews. Pairing anthropological theory 
with this ethnography provides insight into 
how CCC fuels the intellectualism of its 
guests, both native and visiting.  These 
intellectual norms and attitudes mold the 
white visitors’ class identity, granting them a 
feeling of superiority and ensuring their 
continued domination of the site while 
alienating minorities, who only witness the 
exhibits and their white audience from the 
worker’s side as CCC employees. From this 
vantage, the inconsistency in the Chicago 
Cultural Society’s attempted self-positioning 
as a Chicago landmark is clear.

Methods
My research partner and I conducted brief 
interviews with randomly selected visitors 
and workers at the site on Sunday, 22 
October 2017, starting at 10am. We returned 

at the same time the following Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday. These Informal 
structured interviews were paired with 
participant observation. We took careful note 
of self-reported ethnicity, behavior, group 
size, and each guest’s attitude about their 
visit through informal interviews. Of the 
sixteen visitors with whom we sustained 
substantial conversations (longer than ten 
minutes), eight had previously planned to 
visit the Center, while another eight had 
randomly entered. Five of our interviews 
were with individuals who identified as 
“Chicagoans,” while the rest represented a 
wide range of home locales (Australia, 
Georgia, Utah, etc.). Every visitor with whom 
we interacted was white, except one 
photographer, Charlotte, who was 
Asian-American. As previously mentioned, 
the CCC staff were predominantly black. We 
also spoke with a Mexican-American 
volunteer for the CAF. Findings
For the individuals who had planned to visit 
the Chicago Cultural Center, planned 
visitors, the content of the exhibits served as 
their main motivation for attending the CCC. 
Two friends interested in architecture visited 

from Kalamazoo for their birthday. A few 
individuals from around the country 
(including Charlotte), were on a photography 
conference, guided by a Chicago native who 
brought the group to the Center because of 
the rain.  Finally, a couple came to study 
Cooper Hewitt’s exhibit in the Room of 
Plinths to research new information for their 
course at IU Bloomington.
Impulsive visitors, those who entered 
randomly, provided a variety of narratives, 
as one would expect, about visiting this 
Chicago landmark. An uncle and his two 
teenage nieces stumbled upon the Center 
after their visit to the Art Institute—the uncle 
presumed the Center was a library, yet 
remained pleasantly surprised during the 
visit throughout the Dome and the traveling 
exhibitions: “We had no idea this place 
existed. It’s a nice way to get out of the cold 
and off our feet for free.” Four female 
middle-aged Australians (all librarians) saw a 
picture of the Tiffany Dome in the Chicago 
Hop-on Hop-off tourist bus, yet were 
surprised to discover CCC’s proximity to 
Millennium park, from where they just had 
arrived: “I recognized the Dome on our bus 
and really wanted to visit. When we were 
walking around the Bean I saw this old 
building and said let’s go check it out when 
we leave. And we did.” This was a similar 
case to the two women from Atlanta, who 
stopped in after seeing the well-known 
Copper Bull on the Washington Street 
entrance. “I knew this was famous because 
we saw it on the back of our Art Museum 
map” Most insightful, however, was a local 
Chicagoan who sat in the basement drinking 
his Starbucks and reading the news on his 
iPad. He called CCC the “People’s Palace,” 
because of its ability to provide “anything to 
anyone.”  This infers that the CCC can host 
individuals for practically any reason—to 
study, relax for a moment, meet with friends, 
or enjoy the free exhibits. Immediately after 
his eloquent definition, however, the 
Chicagoan complained that there are often 
not enough seats as he gestured to a black 
man sitting at the table next to him.

Discussion
Many of CCC’s guests cited the educational 
aspect of the center as a benefit from their 
visit. In order to understand the relationship 
between this perceived benefit and the con-
struction of the center as a hallmark tourist 
site, it must first be noted, that “no institu-
tion [can] be understood in isolation: all were 

adapted to each other, and piecemeal chang-
es in one component were not possible with-
out either unraveling the whole or setting in 
motion countervailing changes that would 
bring the system back into equilibrium” 
(Goffman 1982: 13). Here, Goffman reminds 
us that there are inexplicably complex con-
nections between various social institutions 
and a proper in-depth analysis is necessary 
to fully comprehend a topic.  This sociologi-
cal tenet serves as a guideline to develop cor-
rect, holistic analyses. Moreover, as Lamont 
says “social boundaries are objectified forms 
of social differences manifested in unequal 
access to and unequal distribution of 
resources (material and nonmaterial) and 
social opportunities. They are also revealed 
in stable behavioral patterns of association, 
as manifested in connubiality and commen-
sality” (Lamont 2002: 168). This means that 
analyses with differences of phenomena at 
their center will contribute to a greater 
understanding of social identity. 
The striking architecture of the Dome along 
with various architecture exhibits provide a 
visitor with niche knowledge and unique 
‘field research’ to bring back home. Graburn 
discusses this in detail, stating that “histori-
cal, cultural, and ethnic forms of tourism 
have become increasingly popular, all of 
them catering to one form or another of 
modernity’s nostalgia for the premodern” 
(Graburn 2001: 33). Even more so, this knowl-
edge will transcend a visitor’s short time on 
vacation and set them apart from colleagues 
at home who did not have the same experi-
ence. This is obviously the case with the IU 
Bloomington teachers, who mentioned that 
they would utilize what they see in the exhib-
it as examples for future lesson plans.  Simi-
larly, the teacher leading the photography 
seminar worked around the limitations of the 
poor weather, stating that her visit to CCC 
showed a beautiful and unique Chicago. 
Charlotte will use her pictures from the CCC 
to display her specific new expertise.  Thus, 
for both locals and tourists, reference to the 
academic sensation or experience of a place 
becomes the norm in the descriptions of 
their experience and a reason for return. 
Bruner supports this claim, stating that 
“[tourists] go for adventure, for experience, 
for status, for education and to explore” 
(Bruner 2005: 194). Both the impulsive and 
planned visitors framed the site’s didactic 
capacity as useful for their own social bene-
fit. 
Graburn also discusses the “contract between 

the ordinary/compulsory work state spent ‘at 
home’ and the extraordinary/voluntary meta-
phorically ‘sacred’ experience away from 
home,” (Graburn 2001: 27). Due to the pre-
dictability of such a feeling of sacrosanct 
vacation time, it is apparent that tourists will 
use their experience to define themselves 
upon return. Such is the case with the afore-
mentioned teachers and Australian librari-
ans. Ian Munt dissects Bourdieu’s cultural 
intellectualism as a commodity, where tour-
ism is a cultural good and experiences are 
consumed, and then used to benefit the tour-
ist. He warns however, that “the professional-
ization and intellectualization of travel, 
together with its associated discourse, have 
been insufficient in themselves to ensure 
social differentiation and, more importantly, 
spatial distance” (Munt 1994: 117). This 
means that the ritualization associated with 
travel, and the consequential redefinition of 
the traveler as an educated tourist, can and 
will fuel a social divide. Pierre Bourdieu con-
tinues by assessing how these practices con-
tinually entrench this type of intellectualism:

 “The main effect of these develop 
 ments…may well be to have provided  
 'intellectual production' with, an audi 
 ence sufficiently large to justify the  
 existence of specific agencies for pro 
 duction and distribution, and the  
 appearance, on the edges of the uni 
 versity field and intellectual field, of a  
 sort of superior popularization…”  
 (Bourdieu 1984: 152). 

This suggests that a cyclical pattern is then 
fomented, where the more intellectually-mo-
tivated tourists visit, the more attractive the 
location will be. 
The distance that this intellectualization 
creates between tourists and the non-travel-
ing-other exacerbates social boundaries. 
Because “urban and suburban middle classes 
feel that their lives are overly artificial and 
meaningless, lacking deep feelings of belong-
ing and authenticity,” travel can set them 
apart—travel gives a tourist a social advan-
tage (Graburn 2001: 33). For Charlotte, her 
pictures and experiences will follow her 
home, serving as a piece of her journey. She 
created the stage in her camera where her 
pictures become a sort of souvenir for her, 
sharing the incomparability of her story. 
Chambers reminds us that a “tourists’ goal is 
to get behind the stage that is provided for 
them and find something real to experience” 

(Chambers 2000:19). More broadly, the expe-
riences that the visitors create foment their 
memories and become part of their individu-
al personalities and self-perceptions. Just as 
their celebrations of their journey once they 
have returned home inform their sense of 
self and interpersonal relationships, so too 
do their actual experiences fuel their person-
al identity and social positioning. Lamont 
reveals that a collective identity requires 
both internal and external recognition: “on 
the one hand, individuals must be able to 
differentiate themselves from others by 
drawing on criteria of community and a 
sense of shared belonging within their sub-
group. On the other hand, this internal iden-
tification process must be recognized by out-
siders for an objectified collective identity” 
(Lamont 2002: 170). This separation can be 
seen when individuals returned home to 
show off their new knowledge. 
Morgan and Pritchard also discuss souvenirs 
and their effects on self. They claim that 
“tourism ‘as a system of presenting and per-
formance’, [presupposes] that tourism expe-
rience and its material manifestations con-
tribute to our narratives and performances of 
self” (Morgan and Pritchard 2005:45). They 
continue, “while the postmodern tourist is 
conscious that he or she is a tourist, he or she 
has no single tourist identity but performs a 
variety of roles with multiple texts and mean-
ings” (ibid:40). This means that tourists 
maintain a strict self-identification from the 
experience of travel.  For the tourists (and 
locals) who visit the CCC, the intellectualiza-
tion of the sight fuels a sense of superiority, 
personified well by the man drinking coffee 
in the basement café. Bourdieu supports this 
claim: “Dominant groups generally succeed 
in legitimizing their own culture and ways as 
superior to those of lower classes, through 
oppositions” (Bourdieu 1984: 245). Due to 
their privilege, the intellectuals succeed in 
defining the identity of the center.

Conclusion
With its free admission and long hours, the 
Chicago Cultural Center subtly proclaims 
itself as welcoming to all. As we encountered, 
the site does cater to people from a wide vari-
ety of geographical locations—yet it remains 
largely unvisited by minorities. This is due to 
the high intellectualism the Center fuels. 
With its specialized moving exhibitions and 
historically important permanent collections, 
those who desire to identify as intellectually 
superior (such as the librarians, photogra-

phers, students, and teachers) fuel a pattern 
of intellectual-dominated attendance. Munt 
summarizes the cyclical pattern of intellectu-
al tourism fueling the identification of ‘supe-
rior’ intellectuals. He says that “with the 
emergence of tourism as both an ethically 
and socially problematic activity among 
certain fractions of the new middle classes, 
tourism and tour companies catering for the 
intellectual demands of these class fractions 
are of increasing importance in the legitima-
tion of travel” (Munt 1994: 110). From this, it 
is apparent that the Chicago Cultural Center 
remains an establishment for tourists to 
define themselves as intellectuals for their 
own benefit. They will take home their 
knowledge to set themselves apart from their 
less-travelled (and now less educated) coun-
terparts. Thus, CCC fails to represent the 
diversity of Chicago, yet institutionally is 
devoid of blame for this cultural complexity. 
Overall, certain types of tourism foment a 
superiority complex in the tourist’s perfor-
mance of ‘self.’
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Defining the CCC as the “People’s Palace” 
proves awkward as there are many social 
factors at play in the Chicago landmark. For 
proper analysis, tourist (and local) 
motivations for visiting the site must be 
assessed through ethnographic methods 
such as participant observation and 
interviews. Pairing anthropological theory 
with this ethnography provides insight into 
how CCC fuels the intellectualism of its 
guests, both native and visiting.  These 
intellectual norms and attitudes mold the 
white visitors’ class identity, granting them a 
feeling of superiority and ensuring their 
continued domination of the site while 
alienating minorities, who only witness the 
exhibits and their white audience from the 
worker’s side as CCC employees. From this 
vantage, the inconsistency in the Chicago 
Cultural Society’s attempted self-positioning 
as a Chicago landmark is clear.

Methods
My research partner and I conducted brief 
interviews with randomly selected visitors 
and workers at the site on Sunday, 22 
October 2017, starting at 10am. We returned 

at the same time the following Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday. These Informal 
structured interviews were paired with 
participant observation. We took careful note 
of self-reported ethnicity, behavior, group 
size, and each guest’s attitude about their 
visit through informal interviews. Of the 
sixteen visitors with whom we sustained 
substantial conversations (longer than ten 
minutes), eight had previously planned to 
visit the Center, while another eight had 
randomly entered. Five of our interviews 
were with individuals who identified as 
“Chicagoans,” while the rest represented a 
wide range of home locales (Australia, 
Georgia, Utah, etc.). Every visitor with whom 
we interacted was white, except one 
photographer, Charlotte, who was 
Asian-American. As previously mentioned, 
the CCC staff were predominantly black. We 
also spoke with a Mexican-American 
volunteer for the CAF. Findings
For the individuals who had planned to visit 
the Chicago Cultural Center, planned 
visitors, the content of the exhibits served as 
their main motivation for attending the CCC. 
Two friends interested in architecture visited 

from Kalamazoo for their birthday. A few 
individuals from around the country 
(including Charlotte), were on a photography 
conference, guided by a Chicago native who 
brought the group to the Center because of 
the rain.  Finally, a couple came to study 
Cooper Hewitt’s exhibit in the Room of 
Plinths to research new information for their 
course at IU Bloomington.
Impulsive visitors, those who entered 
randomly, provided a variety of narratives, 
as one would expect, about visiting this 
Chicago landmark. An uncle and his two 
teenage nieces stumbled upon the Center 
after their visit to the Art Institute—the uncle 
presumed the Center was a library, yet 
remained pleasantly surprised during the 
visit throughout the Dome and the traveling 
exhibitions: “We had no idea this place 
existed. It’s a nice way to get out of the cold 
and off our feet for free.” Four female 
middle-aged Australians (all librarians) saw a 
picture of the Tiffany Dome in the Chicago 
Hop-on Hop-off tourist bus, yet were 
surprised to discover CCC’s proximity to 
Millennium park, from where they just had 
arrived: “I recognized the Dome on our bus 
and really wanted to visit. When we were 
walking around the Bean I saw this old 
building and said let’s go check it out when 
we leave. And we did.” This was a similar 
case to the two women from Atlanta, who 
stopped in after seeing the well-known 
Copper Bull on the Washington Street 
entrance. “I knew this was famous because 
we saw it on the back of our Art Museum 
map” Most insightful, however, was a local 
Chicagoan who sat in the basement drinking 
his Starbucks and reading the news on his 
iPad. He called CCC the “People’s Palace,” 
because of its ability to provide “anything to 
anyone.”  This infers that the CCC can host 
individuals for practically any reason—to 
study, relax for a moment, meet with friends, 
or enjoy the free exhibits. Immediately after 
his eloquent definition, however, the 
Chicagoan complained that there are often 
not enough seats as he gestured to a black 
man sitting at the table next to him.

Discussion
Many of CCC’s guests cited the educational 
aspect of the center as a benefit from their 
visit. In order to understand the relationship 
between this perceived benefit and the con-
struction of the center as a hallmark tourist 
site, it must first be noted, that “no institu-
tion [can] be understood in isolation: all were 

adapted to each other, and piecemeal chang-
es in one component were not possible with-
out either unraveling the whole or setting in 
motion countervailing changes that would 
bring the system back into equilibrium” 
(Goffman 1982: 13). Here, Goffman reminds 
us that there are inexplicably complex con-
nections between various social institutions 
and a proper in-depth analysis is necessary 
to fully comprehend a topic.  This sociologi-
cal tenet serves as a guideline to develop cor-
rect, holistic analyses. Moreover, as Lamont 
says “social boundaries are objectified forms 
of social differences manifested in unequal 
access to and unequal distribution of 
resources (material and nonmaterial) and 
social opportunities. They are also revealed 
in stable behavioral patterns of association, 
as manifested in connubiality and commen-
sality” (Lamont 2002: 168). This means that 
analyses with differences of phenomena at 
their center will contribute to a greater 
understanding of social identity. 
The striking architecture of the Dome along 
with various architecture exhibits provide a 
visitor with niche knowledge and unique 
‘field research’ to bring back home. Graburn 
discusses this in detail, stating that “histori-
cal, cultural, and ethnic forms of tourism 
have become increasingly popular, all of 
them catering to one form or another of 
modernity’s nostalgia for the premodern” 
(Graburn 2001: 33). Even more so, this knowl-
edge will transcend a visitor’s short time on 
vacation and set them apart from colleagues 
at home who did not have the same experi-
ence. This is obviously the case with the IU 
Bloomington teachers, who mentioned that 
they would utilize what they see in the exhib-
it as examples for future lesson plans.  Simi-
larly, the teacher leading the photography 
seminar worked around the limitations of the 
poor weather, stating that her visit to CCC 
showed a beautiful and unique Chicago. 
Charlotte will use her pictures from the CCC 
to display her specific new expertise.  Thus, 
for both locals and tourists, reference to the 
academic sensation or experience of a place 
becomes the norm in the descriptions of 
their experience and a reason for return. 
Bruner supports this claim, stating that 
“[tourists] go for adventure, for experience, 
for status, for education and to explore” 
(Bruner 2005: 194). Both the impulsive and 
planned visitors framed the site’s didactic 
capacity as useful for their own social bene-
fit. 
Graburn also discusses the “contract between 

the ordinary/compulsory work state spent ‘at 
home’ and the extraordinary/voluntary meta-
phorically ‘sacred’ experience away from 
home,” (Graburn 2001: 27). Due to the pre-
dictability of such a feeling of sacrosanct 
vacation time, it is apparent that tourists will 
use their experience to define themselves 
upon return. Such is the case with the afore-
mentioned teachers and Australian librari-
ans. Ian Munt dissects Bourdieu’s cultural 
intellectualism as a commodity, where tour-
ism is a cultural good and experiences are 
consumed, and then used to benefit the tour-
ist. He warns however, that “the professional-
ization and intellectualization of travel, 
together with its associated discourse, have 
been insufficient in themselves to ensure 
social differentiation and, more importantly, 
spatial distance” (Munt 1994: 117). This 
means that the ritualization associated with 
travel, and the consequential redefinition of 
the traveler as an educated tourist, can and 
will fuel a social divide. Pierre Bourdieu con-
tinues by assessing how these practices con-
tinually entrench this type of intellectualism:

 “The main effect of these develop 
 ments…may well be to have provided  
 'intellectual production' with, an audi 
 ence sufficiently large to justify the  
 existence of specific agencies for pro 
 duction and distribution, and the  
 appearance, on the edges of the uni 
 versity field and intellectual field, of a  
 sort of superior popularization…”  
 (Bourdieu 1984: 152). 

This suggests that a cyclical pattern is then 
fomented, where the more intellectually-mo-
tivated tourists visit, the more attractive the 
location will be. 
The distance that this intellectualization 
creates between tourists and the non-travel-
ing-other exacerbates social boundaries. 
Because “urban and suburban middle classes 
feel that their lives are overly artificial and 
meaningless, lacking deep feelings of belong-
ing and authenticity,” travel can set them 
apart—travel gives a tourist a social advan-
tage (Graburn 2001: 33). For Charlotte, her 
pictures and experiences will follow her 
home, serving as a piece of her journey. She 
created the stage in her camera where her 
pictures become a sort of souvenir for her, 
sharing the incomparability of her story. 
Chambers reminds us that a “tourists’ goal is 
to get behind the stage that is provided for 
them and find something real to experience” 

(Chambers 2000:19). More broadly, the expe-
riences that the visitors create foment their 
memories and become part of their individu-
al personalities and self-perceptions. Just as 
their celebrations of their journey once they 
have returned home inform their sense of 
self and interpersonal relationships, so too 
do their actual experiences fuel their person-
al identity and social positioning. Lamont 
reveals that a collective identity requires 
both internal and external recognition: “on 
the one hand, individuals must be able to 
differentiate themselves from others by 
drawing on criteria of community and a 
sense of shared belonging within their sub-
group. On the other hand, this internal iden-
tification process must be recognized by out-
siders for an objectified collective identity” 
(Lamont 2002: 170). This separation can be 
seen when individuals returned home to 
show off their new knowledge. 
Morgan and Pritchard also discuss souvenirs 
and their effects on self. They claim that 
“tourism ‘as a system of presenting and per-
formance’, [presupposes] that tourism expe-
rience and its material manifestations con-
tribute to our narratives and performances of 
self” (Morgan and Pritchard 2005:45). They 
continue, “while the postmodern tourist is 
conscious that he or she is a tourist, he or she 
has no single tourist identity but performs a 
variety of roles with multiple texts and mean-
ings” (ibid:40). This means that tourists 
maintain a strict self-identification from the 
experience of travel.  For the tourists (and 
locals) who visit the CCC, the intellectualiza-
tion of the sight fuels a sense of superiority, 
personified well by the man drinking coffee 
in the basement café. Bourdieu supports this 
claim: “Dominant groups generally succeed 
in legitimizing their own culture and ways as 
superior to those of lower classes, through 
oppositions” (Bourdieu 1984: 245). Due to 
their privilege, the intellectuals succeed in 
defining the identity of the center.

Conclusion
With its free admission and long hours, the 
Chicago Cultural Center subtly proclaims 
itself as welcoming to all. As we encountered, 
the site does cater to people from a wide vari-
ety of geographical locations—yet it remains 
largely unvisited by minorities. This is due to 
the high intellectualism the Center fuels. 
With its specialized moving exhibitions and 
historically important permanent collections, 
those who desire to identify as intellectually 
superior (such as the librarians, photogra-

phers, students, and teachers) fuel a pattern 
of intellectual-dominated attendance. Munt 
summarizes the cyclical pattern of intellectu-
al tourism fueling the identification of ‘supe-
rior’ intellectuals. He says that “with the 
emergence of tourism as both an ethically 
and socially problematic activity among 
certain fractions of the new middle classes, 
tourism and tour companies catering for the 
intellectual demands of these class fractions 
are of increasing importance in the legitima-
tion of travel” (Munt 1994: 110). From this, it 
is apparent that the Chicago Cultural Center 
remains an establishment for tourists to 
define themselves as intellectuals for their 
own benefit. They will take home their 
knowledge to set themselves apart from their 
less-travelled (and now less educated) coun-
terparts. Thus, CCC fails to represent the 
diversity of Chicago, yet institutionally is 
devoid of blame for this cultural complexity. 
Overall, certain types of tourism foment a 
superiority complex in the tourist’s perfor-
mance of ‘self.’
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